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Abstract:  In Data Mining, Clustering is one of the recently and challenging tasks it support wide range of unsupervised classification application. 

Fast and high-quality document clustering algorithms play an important role in helping users to effectively navigate, summarize and organize the 

information. In this paper, we present a hybrid Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) + Rough K-means algorithm that performs fast document 

clustering. This proposed method utilizes the Hadoop and MapReduce framework which provides the distributed storage and analysis to support 

wide range of distributed applications. Here we use the BBC dataset for clustering which contains 1000 documents. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Clustering [1] or unsupervised learning is one of the most important fields of machine learning which splits the data into groups of 

similar objects helping in extraction or summarization of new information. It is used in a variety of fields such as pattern recognition 

and data mining. This research focuses on the application of clustering on data mining. Clustering is one of the major areas in data 

mining that has a vital role in answering to the challenges of every IT industry. Nowadays these document datasets are increasing 

tremendously which often referred to as Big Data. The problems of analysis on these datasets are referred to as a curse of 

dimensionality since they are often highly dimensional. Distributed computing plays a major role in data mining due to these reasons. 

Distributed Data Mining (DDM) has evolved as a hot research area to solve these issues. Document clustering has been investigated 

for use in a number of different areas of text mining and information retrieval. It is regarded as a major technology for intelligent 

unsupervised categorization of content in text form of any kind; e.g. news articles, web pages, learning objects, electronic books, even 

textual metadata. Document clustering groups similar documents to form a coherent cluster while documents that are different are 

separated into different clusters. The quality of document clustering in both centralized and decentralized environments can be 

improved by using an advanced clustering framework. Most of the conventional document clustering methods is designed for central 

execution which maintains a single large repository of documents where clustering analysis is performed. They require clustering to 

be performed on a dedicated node, and are not suitable for deployment over large scale distributed networks. These methods are based 

on the assumption that the data is memory resident, which makes them unable to cope with the increasing complexity of distributed 

algorithms. So there is an eminent need for mining knowledge from distributed resources. Therefore, specialized algorithms for 

distributed clustering have to be developed. Distributed clustering algorithms are needed to overcome the challenges in distributed 

document clustering.  

In order to support data intensive distributed applications, an open source implementation based on Hadoop is used for processing of 

large datasets. MapReduce is a functional programming model for distributed processing over several machines. The important idea 

behind MapReduce framework is to map the datasets into a group of <key, value> pairs, and then reduce all pairs with the same key. 

A map function is performed by each machine which takes a part of the input and maps it to <key, value> pairs. This is then send to a 

machine which applies the reduce function. The reduce function combines the result for further processing. The outputs from the 

reduce function are then fed into the appropriate map function to begin the next round of processing. 

In this proposed work, PSO, Rough-KMeans (PRKMeans) distributed document clustering method is formulated for better speedup 

and accuracy of document clustering. Along with these conceptual and algorithmic changes there is also a need to use any of the 

emerging frameworks for distributed analysis and storage. Today’s enterprises use Big Data infrastructure for analytical engineered 

applications. One of the evolving technologies is the MapReduce methodology and its open source implementation is Hadoop [2]. 

This proposed method of document clustering is based on MapReduce methodology which improves the performance of document 

clustering and enables handling of large document dataset. 

Section 2 highlights related work in the area of MapReduce based distributed document clustering using PSO and Rough-KMeans 

algorithm. Section 3 describes the proposed method. Result and analysis are done at Section 4. The paper concludes at Section 5. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

“Distributed Document Clustering Analysis Based on a Hybrid Method” [1] by J.E. Judith, J. Jayakumari propose a method called 

MR-PSO (mapreduce pso) and MR-KMeans.That is, author define the implementation of PSO and K-Means algorithms using 
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MapReduce Methodology.In paper “Design and Implement of Distributed Document Clustering Based on MapReduce”[2], published 

by Jian Wan, Wenming Yu1, and Xianghua Xu describes how the documents are clustered efficiently by using MapReduce 

concepts.Hadoop framework is used which provides better execution of distributed storage of documents. Author defins calculation of   

tf-idf and K-Means algorithm on MapReduce.“Hadoop: A New Approach for Document Clustering” [4] by Y.K. Patil and Prof. V.S. 

Nandedkar describe the design and implementation of Tf-Idf, K-means and Hierarchical clustering algorithms on Hadoop. In this, the 

authors first perform preprocessing and text processing of collected documents that are needed to find the Tf-Idf value.Then explain 

the K-means and Hierarchical clustering algorithm steps. The implementation code was written in Java language.“Parallel PSO Using 

MapReduce” by Andrew W. McNabb, Christopher K. Monson, and Kevin D. Seppi proposes a method called MapReduce PSO 

(MRPSO).It explains the particle swarm optimization algorithm which uses MapReduce concepts for parallel execution. “A Survey on 

K-mean Clustering and Particle Swarm Optimization” by Pritesh Vora, Bhavesh Oza”, present the K-Means algorithm and Particle 

Swarm Optimization Algorithm. The author concluding K-mean clustering is widely used to minimize squared distance between 

features values of two points reside in the same cluster and Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm finds the optimum solution which 

gives better clustering efficiency.“Document Clustering Analysis Based on Hybrid PSO+K-means Algorithm”  by Xiaohui Cui and 

Thomas E. Potok propose the method hybrid PSO+K-means algorithm which performs fast document clustering and also discussing  

comparison of PSO+K-means, PSO, K-means and other two hybrid clustering algorithms on four different text document datasets. 

“Some Refinements of Rough k-Means Clustering” by Georg Peters describes Lingras rough k-means clustering algorithm. And how 

this refined algorithm is applied to synthetic, forest and microarray gene expression data.” Comparative Study of K-Means, Pam and 

Rough K-Means Algorithms Using Cancer Datasets” by Parvesh Kumar   and Siri Krishan Wasan explain the concepts of K-Means, 

PAM (Partitioning Around Medoids) and Rough K-Means Algorithms and all these are compared using cancer datasets. 

III. PROPOSED METHOD 

This paper performs document clustering using PSO and Rough-KMeans algorithm. Here we use the BBC dataset which contains 5 

categories like entertainment, sports, business, technology and politics data. The different step performed by this methodology is: 

 Choosing a BBC document dataset to perform analysis. A variety of document datasets are publicly available and used for 

text mining research. 

 Preprocess the document to reduce the number of attributes. The input text documents are transformed in to a set of terms 

that can be represented by a vector model. 

 These terms are converted to document vector model by using tfidf value. 

 These document vectors are clustered using a PSO and Rough-KMeans clustering algorithm based on MapReduce 

methodology (MR-PRKMeans). 

The overview of the propose method is shown in Figure.1.In order to represent the documents the document datasets are preprocessed 

using common procedures like stemming using default porters [3] algorithm, stopword removal, pruning, removal of punctuations, 

whitespaces, numbers and conversion to lowercase letters. Each of the extracted terms represents a dimension of the feature space. 

This enhanced model as proposed includes two modules MR-PSO module, MR-KMeans module. Multiple MapReduce jobs are 

chained together to improve the quality and accuracy of clusters with reduction in execution time. 
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Fig.1  Overview of the Proposed Method. 
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3.1 Representation of Document Vector Model using MapReduce  

The pre-processed documents are represented as a vector using vector space model. Documents have to be transformed from full text 

version to a document vector which describes the content of the document. Let D= {d1, d2…..dn} be a set of documents and  T =  {t1, 

t2,....tm} be the set of distinct terms occurring in D. Each document is represented on a Document-Term Matrix (DTM) or document 

vector model. Each entry in the document-term matrix is the term weight. Terms that appear frequently in a small number of 

documents but rarely in other documents, tend to be more relevant and specific for that group of documents. These terms are useful 

for finding similar documents. To determine term weight, we use tf*idf weighting scheme [2], [4]. 

 Tf(t)=(Number .of times term t appear in a document) / (Total number of terms in the document). 

 Idf(t)=log e(Total no. of documents  / Number of documents with term t) 

Tfidf equation is given below. 

𝑡𝑓 ∗ 𝑖𝑑𝑓(𝑑, 𝑡) = 𝑡𝑓(𝑑, 𝑡) ∗ lo g (
|𝐷|

𝑑𝑓(𝑡)
)           (3.1) 

Where df(t) is the number of documents in which term t appears. 

3.1.1 Map and Reduce function 

The input to the Map function includes the document dataset. The document dataset is split and <key, value> pairs are generated for 

each individual text documents in the dataset. The key is the doc ID and the value is the terms in the document <DocID, term>. The 

Map function determines the term frequency of each term in the document. And writes DocID is the Key and stemming term and 

frequency are value to the reduce function. The list of terms and term frequency of each term in the document collection are given as 

input to reduce function and it finds the Idf value of each of the document and finally determines the Tfidf value using the above 

equation to form a Document vector model. The algorithm for Document vector model based on MapReduce is shown in Figure. 2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Fig.2 Pseudo code for document vector representation based on MapReduce. 

3.2 MapReduce Particle Swarm Optimization(MR-PSO) module 

PSO is an iterative global search method. In the PSO document clustering algorithm, the multi-dimensional document vector space is 

modeled as a problem space. Each term in the document dataset represents one dimension of the problem space. Each document 

vector can be represented as a dot in the problem space. The whole document dataset can be represented as a multiple dimension 

space with a large number of dots in the space. One particle in the swarm represents one possible solution for clustering the document 

collection [5]. Therefore, a swarm represents a number of candidate clustering solutions for the document collection. Each particle 

maintains a matrix Xi = (C1, C2… Ci... Ck), where Ci represents the ith cluster centroid vector and k is the number of clusters. 

According to its own experience and those of its neighbors, the particle adjusts the centroid vector’ position in the vector space at each 

generation. The average distance of documents to the cluster centroid is used as the fitness value to evaluate the solution represented 

by each particle. The fitness value [6] is measured by the equation below: 

𝑓 =

∑ (
∑ 𝑑𝑖𝑠(𝑂𝑖, 𝑑𝑖𝑗)𝑃𝑖

𝑗=1

𝑃𝑖
)𝑁𝑐

𝑖=1

𝑁𝑐
                        (3.2) 

Function Map (key: DocID, val: term)  

For each docID in documents  

//Extract the term frequency of each term in the document                  

Extract (term, docID, termcount)  

End for   

new_key = (DocID)   

new_val = term,termcount 

emit (new_key, new_val)  

end function  

Function Reduce (key:DocID,valList:termcount)  

for each term in documents 

//Extract a list of tfidf for each term from document   collection  

 Extract (DocID, list (term, termcount)  

end for   

new_key = DocID   

new_val = (tfidf) value 

emit (new_key, new_val)  

end function 
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where dij denotes the jth document vector, which belongs to cluster i; Oi is the centroid vector of the ith cluster; dis(Oi, dij) is the 

distance between document dij and the cluster centroid Oi.; Pi stands for the number of documents, which belongs to cluster Ci; and 

Nc stands for the number of clusters. Here NC=5.The velocity and position of new particle are updated based on the following 

equations,    

V=w*V+c1*rand1*(PB-Ci) +c2*rand2*(GB-xid)     (3.3) 

xid=xid+vid  (3.4) 

Where vid is the velocity and xid is the position of the particle w represents the inertia weight PB is the personal best position where 

the particle experience the best fitness value and GB is the global best position where the particle experience a global fitness value c1 

and c2 denotes the acceleration coefficient, rand1 and rand2 are random values with the values between (0, 1).The personal, global 

best positions and velocity of each particle are updated based on Equations. The two major operations are performed in this module; 

such as fitness evaluation and particle centroids updates. PSO module for generating optimal centroids for clustering is summarized as 

follows, 

(1) At the initial stage, each particle randomly chooses k different document vectors from the document collection as the 

initial cluster centroid vectors.  

(2) For each particle:  

     (a) Assign each document vector in the document set to the closest centroid vector.  

    (b) Calculate the fitness value based on equation. 

    (c) If the fitness value is better than the previous personal best fitness value (PB) set current value as the new PB. 

(1) Update the particle position and velocity according equations.  

 (3) Repeat step (2) until maximum number of iterations is exceeded. 

 (4)Choose the particle with the best fitness value of all the particles as the global best (GB) fitness value.  

 And GB value gives the optimal cluster centroids. 

3.2.1 Map and Reduce function 
The input to the Map function includes the tf-idf representation of documents stored in local file. Map function splits the documents 

and <key, value> pairs are generated for each individual text document in the dataset. In the first module the MapReduce job is used 

for generating optimal centroids using PSO [7], [8]. The map function evaluates the fitness of each particle in the swarm. All the 

information about the particle such as particleID, Cluster vector(C), Velocity vector(V), Personal Best Value(PB), Global Best 

Value(GB) are determined. The particleID represents the key and the corresponding content as the value the particle swarm is 

retrieved from the distributed storage. For each particleID the map function extracts centroids vectors and calculates the average 

distance between centroids vector and document vector. It returns a new fitness value based on global best values to the reduce 

function. The reduce function aggregates the values with the same key and updates the particle position and velocity. The reduce 

function emits the global best centroids as the optimal centroids for the next module. The pseudo code [9] for the determination 

optimal centroids is summarized in Figure.3. 
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Fig.3 The pseudo code for the determination optimal centroids (PSO). 

 

 

3.3 MapReduce Rough-KMeans (MR-RKMeans) Module 

For the first iteration the clustering process gets the optimal initial cluster centroids from PSO and for the other iteration it gets cluster 

centroids from the last MapReduce output. The clustering process works according to the MapReduce program for similarity 

calculation, assignment of document to clusters and recalculation of new cluster centroids. 

Rough set [10] is a mathematical tool used to deal with uncertainty. We use rough sets; here, a cluster is represented by a rough set 

based on a lower approximation and an upper approximation. The rough K-means algorithm can be stated as follows:  

1. Select initial clusters of n objects into k clusters. 

2. Assign each object [11] to the Lower bound (L(x)) or upper bound (U(x)) of cluster/ clusters respectively as:  For each 

object v, let d (v,xi) be the distance between itself and the centroid of cluster xi. The difference between  dis(v,xi) - 

d(v,xj), 1≤  i, j ≤ k   is used to determine the membership of v as follows:  

• If dis(v,xi) - dis(v,xj) ≤ thersold, then  v∈U(xi) & v∈U(xj).The v will not be a part of any lower     bound. 

 • Otherwise, v∈L(xi),such that d(v,xi) is the minimum for  1≤  i  ≤ k. In addition, v∈U(xi).  

3. For each cluster xi re-compute center [12] according to the following equations the weighted combination of the data 

points in its lower_bound and upper_bound. 

     X= {     (𝑤𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 ∗
∑ 𝑉𝑗𝑣∈𝐿(𝑥)

|𝐋(𝐱)|
) + ( Wupper ∗ (

∑ 𝑉𝑗𝑣∈𝑈(𝑥)−𝐿(𝑥)

|𝐔(𝐱)−𝐋(𝐱)|
))           𝐢𝐟 |𝑼(𝒙) − 𝑳(𝒙) ≠ ∅| 

Function Map (key: particleID, value:particle) 

    ExtractInfo(Ci, V, PB, GB) 

    read (swarm) 

    for each ci in Ci  

               for each particle in swarm  

                      Ci=extractCentroids(particle)   

     PID=extract id(particle)   

     minDist=return MinDistance(particle, Ci)   

     Cid=centroid //minimum distance  

     newKey=(PID, Cid)   

     newValue=min_dist  

  emit(newKey, newValue) 

end  for 

end  function  

Function Reduce(key:(PID, Cid, ValList:min_dist)  

for each ci in C  

             for each value in ValList   

                        count=count+1   

                        sumDist=sumDist+minDist 

             end for   

                       avgDist=sumDist/count   

                       p=avgDist 

             if fitness(p) is better than fit(PB)then   

                       PB=p  

                       PB=GB   

newVi= 0.5*Vi+(rand1*0.08)*(PB-Ci)+(rand2*0.07)*(GB-Ci)  

   newCi= Ci+newVi 

 update (particle, newVi, newCi) 

 end for  

               docID=PID 

               CentroidID=newCi//optimal centroids  

emit (key:docID, value:CentroidID)  

end function 
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              {(𝑊𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 ∗ (∑ 𝑉𝑗))𝑣∈𝐿(𝑥)                                                           𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒                       (3.4 

Where 1≤ j ≤ k. The parameters wlower   and wupper correspond to the relative importance of lower and upper bounds. Here 

we set wlower=0.7, wupper=0.3 and threshold=0.0002. 

4.If convergence criterion is met, i.e. cluster centers are same to those in previous iteration, then stop; else go to step2. 

3.3.1 MapReduce function 
The input to the Map function includes two parts, the input document dataset and the centroids got from PSO or from the last iteration 

are stored in centers directory in HDFS. First the input document dataset is split as a series of <key, value> pairs in each node where 

key is the CentriodId from MR-PSO module   and value is the list of document Vectors. At each Mapper calculate the similarity 

between each document vector and the cluster centroids using Cosine similarity and compares distance between document vector and 

the cluster centroids to all the clusters and assign the document vector to the lower bound or upperbound of cluster centroids This is 

repeated for all the document vectors. A list of <key, value> pairs with ClusterID as the key and cluster contents as value is given to 

reduce function. The reduce function recalculate the new center value and update it. The pseudo code for the MapReduce job to 

perform RK-Means clustering using optimal centroids is given in Figure.4.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4 The pseudo code for the MapReduce job to perform RK-Means clustering. 

IV. RESULT AND ANALYSIS 

The proposed system is executed using Net Beans 8.0.2 IDE and Java language to develop our system and also use the Hadoop 

framework for distributed applications. The input to the MapReduce functions is a set of key-value pairs (key, value) and they are 

worked together simultaneously. The preprocessed data is given to the system then it finds the tfidf of each of the documents as 

shown in Figure. 5. 

Function Map (key:CentriodID , value:DocID,vectorList) 

 Find the nearest cluster pair 

 for each docID in documents  

      for each centroidID in centers    

              find the distance between cluster centroid and vectors and 

             take the difference between nearest cluster centroid and neighbour cluster centroid 

if the difference < some threshold value then 

   set lower=false //it is a part of upper bound 

new_key=clusterId 

new_val=DocId,vector 

 emit(new_key, new_val); 

else 

 set lower=true //it is a part of lower bound 

 new_key=nearestclusterId 

 new_val=DocId,vector 

 emit(new_key, new_val); 

     end for 

 end function 

Function Reduce (key:clusterID, valList:DocId,vector) 

  #Update the centroids for each cluster  
For each cluster xi  

Re-compute new center according to the equations. 

              emit(clusterID, DocId)  

end function 
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Fig.5 Document Vector Model (tfidf value). 

Next MR-PSO takes this input and generates the optimal centriod value and finally it generates the cluster structure using MR-

RoughKmeans algorithm. The PSO output is shown in Figure.6. And final output clustering is as shown in Figure.7. 

 

Fig.6 The Output of PSO. 
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Fig.7 Final Output-Clustering No. and Corresponding Document Name. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, design and implementation of a PSO and RoughKMeans clustering (MR-PRKMeans) algorithm using MapReduce 

framework was proposed. The PRKMeans clustering algorithm is an effective method for document clustering; however, it takes a 

long time to process large data sets. Therefore, MR-PRKMeans was proposed to overcome the inefficiency of PRKMeans for big data 

sets. The proposed method can efficiently be parallelized with MapReduce to process very large data sets. In MR-PRKMeans the 

clustering task that is formulated by RoughKMeans algorithm utilizes the best centroids generated by PSO. 
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